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Enrollment Goals and Projections Spreadsheet



Current Year Opening Enrollment

This is your starting point. Single 
gender schools and schools that 
do not track non-binary can omit 
columns B,C and D.



Formula to Estimate Spaces to Fill

 48  Target
-42 # in previous grade
   6
 +3 (3yr avg attrition)
   9 spaces

Est Spaces = Enrollment Target - # in previous grade + 3yr attrition avg from prev 
grade

If you have deferred admissions, students returning 
from leaves of absence or students repeating, they 
get subtracted from the number of spaces. 



Why Use 3-Year Attrition Average?

Using an average smooths out the outlier years and is just a starting point. Once we 
start to get real-time information, I will replace the average with actual numbers as 
they will likely be higher or lower than the average.



The spreadsheet should do the work for you

Budget Target - Enrolled Previous 
Grade + Attrition = Est Total Spaces

B6-G6+H5=8

54-49+3=8



Are these targets realistic?

Note the red numbers in column L (Est Total 
Spaces). Compare them to the numbers in 
columns M and N. Because the number of 
spaces is higher than the number we 
enrolled in previous years, it may not be a 
reasonable target. Look back to see if the 
enrolled numbers were because that is all 
the room you had available or if it was 
because you did not have additional mission 
appropriate students. If the explanation is the 
latter, you should adjust your budget target 
accordingly.



Where is the Art?
I will use art (or intuition) to adjust budget targets based on whatever information is 
available to me from data or observation. Some examples include:

● Demographic trends in my area (we are a day school)
● Any obvious trend in the inquiries, applications or historical attrition for a 

particular grade or division
● The amount of financial aid we have available and for what grades
● Trends in local public schools (how are they handling COVID, are they 

considering cutting programs, are they overcrowded?)



Notes for any adjustments due to intuition will be attached 
to my spreadsheet. Below are a few examples.



Spreadsheet to Calculate Net Tuition Revenue



Access to Spreadsheet

The spreadsheet contains both an enrollment planning tab and an attrition tab.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1RDoBMfnCQ6Cbi6cQxlw9_q3ZsWBOZ
X6KAlKVITUZGIs/edit?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1RDoBMfnCQ6Cbi6cQxlw9_q3ZsWBOZX6KAlKVITUZGIs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1RDoBMfnCQ6Cbi6cQxlw9_q3ZsWBOZX6KAlKVITUZGIs/edit?usp=sharing

